گیرنده‌های سروتونین - به کجا می‌روند؟

ب - لینارد

چکیده:

سیستم سال پیش، گادوم و پیکارلی گیرنده‌های سروتونین ایلکوم خوکچه هندی را بر اساس اثرات در یک
انقباضات عضلات صاف M و D مهاری تقسیم و گروه‌های ناشی از سروتونین، به انواع دیگر رنگ‌های (در میان‌بین)
طبقه بندی 0-۱۰ به‌طور متفاوت کردن. در پی آن، تغییر موثر در
5-HTگونه‌ها جایگاه‌های اختصاصی اتصال به لیگند برا
در مغز رت منجر شد. در گروه اهمیت عملکردی بسیاری از گیرنده
5-HT1 این گیرنده‌ها مورد مناقشه است،
شواهدی وجود دارد که نشان می‌دهد این گیرنده‌ها را می‌توان بر اساس ماهیتشان در گروه شدن با ویا
5-HT2 یا این گیرنده‌های مطابق با این گیرنده‌های مرکزی
5-HT3 می‌رسد گزارش‌هایی در مورد این است که این گیرنده‌های مایکل گلاسکراس
بی‌شناخته (عمل کننده) M که امروزه تحت نام
(زیرگونه‌های گسترش یافته به خانواده گلوبیکا) یافت می‌شود که توصیفی نداشتند که توسط لیگند بزاد و همین
می‌شود. در یک اندک امکان این در شهری بزرگ‌ترگونه‌های سروتونین به عنوان مولکول‌های پروتئینی خاصی که
پروتئین‌شناسی و با ویژگی‌های جدیدی می‌شود، تکنیک کلون سازی این گیرنده‌ها اهمیت بسزایی داشت. مسئله که
امروزه با آن مواجه می‌شود با اینکه این تغییرات که در فعالیت سلولی زیرگونه‌های مختلف گیرنده سروتونین
می‌دهند با کتربن تغییرات رفتاری که در گروه سروتونین در مغز به‌وجود می‌آید، ارتباطی ندارند. مقاله حاضر
خلاصه است در پایه نفی تنظیم حرفه تعداد عملکرد دستگاه قلبی - عروقی، اختلالات غذاخوردن،
اختصاصی زیرگونه‌های گیرنده خوان، فعالیت 5-جنسی، حالات اضطرابی، باورگرایی، استرس‌زدوری و افسردگی
ضمن اینکه چکیده از رابطه بین این گیرنده‌ها و دخالت احتمالی آنها در تهیه‌پذیری بیماری‌های مزکور ارائه می‌شود.

کلید واژه‌ها: 1 - سروتونین
2 - زیرگونه‌های گیرنده
3 - خواب
4 - اختلالات اضطرابی
5 - افسردگی
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SROTPECER RECEPTORS AND THEIR POSSIBLE FUNCTION IN THE BRAIN
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ABSTRACT

Thirty-three Years ago, Gaddum and Picarelli classified the serotonin receptors in the guinea pig ileum into D and M types based on the activity of dibenzyline (D) and morphine (M) to block contractions of intestinal smooth muscle caused by serotonin. The subsequent location of specific ligand binding sites for serotonin in the brain has led to the identification of ten serotonin receptor sub-types in rat brain. The cloning of these receptor sub-types has been of importance in enabling them to be classified as specific protein molecules encoded by specific genes. The problem now arises with regard to the linking of the changes in the cellular activity of the various receptor sub-types with the plethora of behavioural changes that arise as a consequence of the actions of serotonin in the brain.

The present review summarizes the evidence implicating the role of specific serotonin receptor sub-types in sleep, anxiety states, schizophrenia and depression. A summary of the relationship between these receptor sub-types and their possible involvement in the aetiology of these diseases is also given.

Keywords: 1) Serotonin 2) Receptor subtypes 3) Sleep 4) Anxiety disorder 5) Depression

INTRODUCTION

Over a century ago, a substance was recognized in clotted blood which was found to cause vasoconstriction. This substance was still present following adrenalectomy therapy suggesting that it differed from...
adrenaline and noradrenaline. Eventually, Rapaport, Green and Page in 1947, purified the vasoconstrictor factor from serum and identified it as serotonin ("serum tonic"). Independently of the American investigators, Erspamer and colleagues in Italy had identified a substance they termed "enteramine" from the intestine. "Enteramine" was subsequently found to be identical to serotonin \(^{(25)}\) and was subsequently synthesized by Hamlin and Fisher in 1951. Chemically, serotonin or enteramine is the indoleamine 5-hydroxy-tryptamine (5-HT).

Following the isolation and synthesis of serotonin in the early 1950's, there has been increasing interest in the physiological function of this amine. Initially it was assumed that its main function was that of a peripheral hormone because of the relatively high concentrations that were found in the gastrointestinal tract and blood. Twarog and page \(^{(67)}\) soon showed, however, that it was also present in the mammalian brain thereby suggesting that it may have a neurotransmitter role there \(^{(2)}\). Interest in the physiological role of serotonin in the central nervous system has pre-occupied neurobiologists since that time.

The detection of serotonin in nervous and non-nervous tissue was aided by the development of the falck-Hillarp histochemical technique, a method whereby freeze-dried sections of tissue, when exposed to formaldehyde, vapour causes indoleamines to emit a yellow fluorescence. Dahlstrom and Fuxe \(^{(16)}\) used this technique to show that highest concentration of serotonin in the brain is located in the raphe nuclei, projections from these cell bodies ascending to the forebrain via the medial forebrain bundle. Descending fibres were also shown to project to the dorsal and lateral horns and the intermediolateral column of the spinal cord.

Detailed observation of the distribution of the serotonergic system in the brain became possible with the development of specific antibodies to the amine \(^{(64)}\) and the introduction of autoradiographic methods for both the human \(^{(38)}\) and rodent \(^{(58)}\) brain.

For serotonin to be considered as a neurotransmitter, it was essential to establish that it produced its physiological effects by activating specific receptors located on the intestinal wall, platelet membrane or on nerve cells. A major development occurred in 1957 when Gaddum and Picarelli \(^{(26)}\) showed that the action of serotonin on the guinea pig ileum could be blocked by either phenoxybenzamine (dibenzyline) or morphine.

These investigators termed the two types of serotonin receptors on the intestinal wall "D" (for dibenzyline) or "M" (morphine) receptors, the "M" type receptors being associated with the nerves supplying the intestine that produced contraction of the
smooth muscle by facilitating acetylcholine release while the "D" receptors were located on the smooth muscle wall. More recently, it has been realized that the "D" receptors are widely distributed in the body and coincide with 5HT2 receptors which, when activated by selective agonists, contract smooth muscle and aggregate platelets. They also occur in synaptosomal membranes where they are possibly associated with post-synaptic membrane structures (24). By contrast, the "M" receptor has not been unequivocally identified in neuronal membranes. However, increasing evidence now suggests that the peripheral "M" receptor is identical to the 5HT3 receptor in the brain (6). Thus in a period of some 20 years, the distribution of serotonin in both nervous and non-nervous tissue has been determined, many of its physiological properties explained and the types of receptors upon which it acts to produce its diverse physiological effects evaluated.

5-HT Receptor SUB-TYPES

Current knowledge of 5HT receptors has been derived from advances in medicinal chemistry, form the synthesis of ligands that show considerable specificity for sub-population of 5HT receptors. The application of such ligands to our understanding of the distribution of the 5HT receptor sub-types has been largely due to quantitative in vitro autoradiographic emission tomography. Functional studies undoubtedly lag behind but the development of sophisticated electrophysiological techniques and studies of changes in secondary messenger systems which respond to the binding of selective ligands to the 5HT receptor sub-types have opened up the probability that the physiological importance of the numerous receptor sub-types will soon be clarified.

As a consequence of the application of these various techniques, the International Union of Pharmacological Societies (IUPHAR) Commission on Serotonin nomenclature has published two major reports which attempt to classify the various receptor sub-types according to their ligand binding properties and secondary messenger systems (6). The first report classified 5HT receptors into 5HT1-like (comprising 5HT1A, 1B, 1C and 1D) 5HT2 (formerly the 5HT-D receptor) and 5HT3 (formerly the 5HT-M receptor). The detection of a novel 5HT receptor, that could not be classified as 5HT1, 5HT2, or 5HT3, in both the peripheral and central nervous systems by Dumuis et al. (22,23), extended the receptor types to 5HT4. The application of molecular biology techniques has led to the cloning and sequencing of at least six different 5HT receptors namely 5HT1A, 5HT1B, 5HT1C, 5HT1D, 5HT2, and 5HT3 (38). Further studies of the second messenger systems to which these receptors sub-types...
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are attached have shown that the 5HT1-like, 5HT2 and 5HT4 receptors belong to the G protein coupled receptor superfamiy, whereas the 5HT3 receptor belongs to the same family as the nicotinic, GABA-A and glycine receptors which are ion gated channel receptors.

The most recent publication of the IUPHAR Commission has re-defined the 5HT receptor subtypes according to their second messenger associations and thereby helped to stress the functional role of the receptor sub-types rather than relying primarily on the specificities of ligands that bind to them (39). This approach has led to the classification of 5HT receptors into those linked to adenylate cyclase (5HT1A, 5HT1B, 5HT1D, 5HT4), those linked to the phosphatidyl inositol system (5HT2A, 5HT2B and 5HT2C), and those linked directly to ion channels (5HT3). Table 1 summarizes the accepted classification of the 5HT receptor sub-types together with their anatomical location and the most specific agonists and antagonists which have been developed.

More recently the family of 5HT receptors has been dramatically increased to include 5TH4, 5HT5A and 5B, 5HT6 and 5HT7. Of these, only the 5HT4 receptor has so far not been cloned (32). Of these newly discovered receptors, only the 5HT4 receptor has so far been investigated in some detail. These receptors are quite widely distributed in the brain and peripheral tissues where they are positively coupled to adenylate cyclase. In the brain, the 5HT4 receptors facilitate acetylcholine release and may play a role in peristalsis. It has been hypothesized that in the brain 5HT4 receptors may also play a role in facilitating cholinergic transmission and thereby have a potential role to play in presenting cognitive deficits which are associated with cortical cholinergic malfunction (5). The possible clinical significance of 5HT4 receptors must await the development of specific agonists and antagonists. So far, such compounds have not been developed.

Despite the dramatic advances which have taken place in the identification and characterisation of 5HT receptor sub-types, it is evident that many of the ligands used to characterise these receptor sub-types are not completely selective. It must also be emphasized that receptors are the products of genes which are therefore subject to genetic changes and, as a consequence, variability in physiological and pharmacological responsiveness. Thus affinity, potency and intrinsic activity of a drug at one receptor may vary depending on the time, species and receptor-effector coupling. It is already known, for example, that ipsapirone, buspirone, spiroxatrine and lysergic acid diethylamide may behave either as agonists or antagonists depending on the functional model being used to assess their
### Table 1. Classification of Central Serotonin Receptors in Mammalian Brain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receptor Sub-Type</th>
<th>5HT-1A</th>
<th>5HT-1B</th>
<th>5HT-1D</th>
<th>5HT-1E</th>
<th>5HT-1F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>5HT1-Like</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary messenger</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>cAMP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clones</td>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Rat</td>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Human</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amino acids</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>377/390</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective agonists</td>
<td>8-OHD PAT</td>
<td>CP93129</td>
<td>Sumatriptan</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective antagonists</td>
<td>Way 100135</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radioligands</td>
<td>$^3$H-8-OHD PAT</td>
<td>$^{125}$I GTI</td>
<td>$^{125}$I GTI</td>
<td>$^3$H-5-HT</td>
<td>$^{125}$I L1SD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CP-93129** = 5-hydroxy-3(4,1,2,5,6- tetrahydropyridly)-4-azarindole

**8-OHD PAT** = 8-hydroxy-2-(di)-n-propylaimino-tetralin

**WAY 100135** = N-test-butyl-3-4 (2-methoxyphenylpiperazin-1-YL-2-phenyl- Propanamide dihydrochloride)

**GTI** = $^5$-0-carboxamidomethylglycyl ($^{125}$I) tyrosinamide-tryptamine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receptor Sub-Type</th>
<th>5HT2A*</th>
<th>5HT2B</th>
<th>5HT2C**</th>
<th>5HT3***</th>
<th>5HT4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Secondary messenger</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>IP$_3$/DG</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Cation channel</td>
<td>cAMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clones</td>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Rat fundus</td>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amino acids</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective agonists</td>
<td>-Methyl-</td>
<td>-methyl-</td>
<td>-methyl-</td>
<td>2-methyl-</td>
<td>5-methoxy-tryptamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5HT</td>
<td>5HT</td>
<td>5HT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Renzapride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective antagonists</td>
<td>Ketanserin</td>
<td>LYS3857</td>
<td>Mesulergine</td>
<td>Tropisetron</td>
<td>GRII3808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rizanserin</td>
<td>LYS3857</td>
<td>LYS3857</td>
<td>Granisetron</td>
<td>Ondansetron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radioligands</td>
<td>$^3$H-Ketanserin</td>
<td>$^3$H-5-HT</td>
<td>$^3$H-mesulergine</td>
<td>$^3$H-zacopride</td>
<td>$^3$H-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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LY = 4-ISO-propyl-7-methyl-9-(2-hydroxy-1 methylpropyl carbonyl-4,6,6A,7,8,9,10A-octahydroindolado (4,3,FG).
GR 113808 = (1- (2-(Methylsulphonyl-amino) ethyl)-4-piperidiny1) methyl-1-methyl-IH indole-3-carboxylate).

* 5HT2A previously called "5HT2" or "5HT D" receptor
** 5HT2C previously called "5HTIC" receptor
*** 5HT3 previously called "5HTM" receptor

(Table 1 abridged from Humphrey et al., 1993)

Legend to Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8-OHPAT</td>
<td>Dipropylamino-8hydroxy-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroanaphylene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RU-24969</td>
<td>5-Methoxy-3-(1,2,3,6-tetrahydroxyridin-4-yl) IH indol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCP</td>
<td>1-)-3 chlorophenyl piperazine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFMPF</td>
<td>1-(methylaminomethylphenyl) piperazine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOI</td>
<td>1-(2,5-dimethoxy-1-iodophenyl) 2-aminopropane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDL 73005</td>
<td>methylamino-ethyl-8-azaspirol (4,5) decan -7,9-dione</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAN 190</td>
<td>1-(2-methoxyphenyl) 4-(4(2-phydhalimido) entyl-peierzine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-CT</td>
<td>5-carboxamidotryptamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICI 169369</td>
<td>(2-2(dimethylamino-ethylthio-3-phenylquinoline)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICS 205-930</td>
<td>(3-tropanyl)-IH-indole-2-carboxylic acid ester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOM</td>
<td>2,5, dimethoxy-4-dimethylbenzene ethamine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(See reviews by Leysen, 1985; Fraser et al., 1990).

activity. A similar problem arises with intrinsic activity which is usually assumed to be a direct reflection of the pharmacological properties of the drug. It seems possible that the affinity can also be influenced by the nature of the genetically determined receptor-effector coupling and therefore tissue (and species) dependent. Such factors may help to explain why the identification and sub-classification of 5HT receptor sub-types is complex and often confusing.

This dilemma can be illustrated by the attempts being made to identify the functional role of 5HT receptor sub-types using ligands which are believed to be specific in their binding properties. Such
Serotonin receptors and their possible antagonist pindolol, have a high affinity to 5HT1A receptors. Nevertheless, despite these cautions, there is a growing body of information which implicates different 5HT receptor sub-types in a variety of physiological and pharmacological responses and these will be briefly reviewed.

Table 2. SEROTONIN RECEPTOR SUB-TYPES AND DISEASE STATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHYSIOLOGICAL OR PATHOLOGICAL CONDITION</th>
<th>SEROTONIN RECEPTOR SUB-TYPE IMPLICATED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Feeding behaviour</td>
<td>5HT1A agonists enhance food consumption in experimental animals. 5HT2 agonists decrease food consumption in experimental animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Thermoregulation</td>
<td>5HT1A agonists cause hypothermia in experimental animals. 5HT1B and 5HT2 agonists cause hyperthermia in experimental animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Sexual behaviour</td>
<td>5HT1A agonists both facilitate and inhibit sexual behaviour in male rats. 5HT1B agonists inhibit sexual behaviour in the male but facilitate the behaviour in the female rat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Cardiovascular system</td>
<td>5HT1, 5HT2 and 5HT3 receptors maybe involved in the complex action of serotonin on blood pressure 5HT2 agonists appear to be hypertensive agents whereas the antagonists are hypotensives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Sleep</td>
<td>5HT1A agonists delay the onset of REM sleep while 5HT2 antagonists suppress REM sleep.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Hallucinogenic activity</td>
<td>Most &quot;classical&quot; hallucinogens such as LSD and mescaline are antagonists at 5HT2 receptors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. Antipsychotic activity  Many atypical neuroleptics (e.g. amperozide and risperidone) are 5HT2 receptor antagonists. In animals, 5HT3 antagonists have profiles similar to chronically active neuroleptics.

8. Anxiolytic activity  Several novel anxiolytics (e.g. buspirone, ipsapirone) are 5HT1A partial agonists. 5HT2 and 5HT3 antagonists have anxiolytic properties.

9. Depression  5HTA receptors are functionally sensitized by chronic antidepressant treatments in rats. 5HT2 receptor numbers are increased and activity decreased, in depression, return to control values in response to treatment.

Sleep

It has been known for some years that the functional activity of 5HT neurons in the brain changes dramatically during the sleep-wake arousal cycle. Thus from a stable, slow and regular discharge pattern during quiet wakening, neuronal activity gradually declines as the animal becomes drowsy and enters slow wave sleep. During rapid eye movement (REM) sleep, 5HT activity is totally suppressed but in anticipation of awakening the neuronal activity returns to its basal level several seconds before the end of the REM episode. During arousal or wakening, the 5HT neuronal discharge pattern increases considerably above the quiet waking state.

Koella has reviewed the evidence implicating the involvement of serotonin in the sleep-wake cycle but the involvement of specific serotonin receptor sub-types in sleep mechanisms is unclear. Experimental evidence suggests that 5HT1A agonists delays the onset of rapid eye movement (REM) sleep while 5HT2 antagonist suppress REM and have variable effects on non-REM sleep.

It must be emphasized that most studies of the relationship between the serotonergic system and sleep have been conducted in rats and therefore the relevance of such findings to man remains unproven. From such experimental studies, it has been shown that blockade of 5HT2 receptors increases the proportion of slow wave sleep and decreases the quantity of REM sleep. Whether this effect of 5HT2 antagonists can be ascribed to a specific effect on slow wave sleep is however, a matter of conjecture as any increase in time spent in one stage of sleep will be reflected in a decrease in the time spent in other stages of sleep. However, experimental evidence suggests that most drugs that alter serotonergic transmission reduce REM sleep. There is evidence that the 5HT2 antagonist
ritanserin improves sleep quality in those suffering from "jet-lag" (37). Which suggests that the 5HT2 receptors may be involved in adjusting the sleep-wake cycle to the photoperiod. Furthermore, experimental data suggest that activation of 5HT2 receptors may vary according to the sleep/wake cycle (20). Such findings suggest that 5HT2 receptors are involved in the regulation of circadian rhythms and the sleep-wake cycle. With regard to the overall role of 5HT in sleep, Koella (45) has postulated that serotonin may produce its various effects on sleep architecture by influencing cognition and vigilance.

**Hallucinogenic activity**

There is abundant experimental evidence to show that serotonin plays a major role in the mechanism of action of hallucinogens (42, for review), but it is presently unclear whether the actions of hallucinogens can be explained by their agonistic or antagonistic actions. LSD, for example, may behave either as an agonist or antagonist depending on the particular tissue, concentration and experimental condition, whereas the tryptamine type of hallucinogens usually act as agonists (30). Experimental evidence nevertheless suggest that the behavioural effects of a number of indole alkylamine (e.g., LSD-like) and phenylalkylamine (e.g., mescaline-like) hallucinogens can be attenuated by 5HT2A antagonists and that the potency of these classes of hallucinogens at 5HT2A (and possibly 5HT2C) sites correlate with their hallucinogenic potency in man (31). It seems unlikely however that all hallucinogens owe their activity to their potency in stimulating 5HT2A receptors; LSD and 5-methoxydimethyltryptamine for example interact with 5HT2C sites, while phenylclidine may owe its hallucinogenic potency to and action on NMDA and a sub-class of sigma receptors (43). Nevertheless, the balance of evidence suggest that most "classical" hallucinogens like LSD, mescaline and psilocybin act as partial agonists on 5HT2A receptors.

**Drug abuse**

The role of 5HT in the control of alcohol intake has received considerable attention following the discovery that 5HT reuptake inhibitors reduce alcohol intake in alcohol dependent rats (39, 53). Similar effects have been found for intra-cerebroventricular administered 5HT or its precursor 5HTP (60). Regarding the type of 5HT receptor involved, there is experimental evidence that the 5HT1A parial agonists buspirone and gepirone (12) are effective. Differences were found between the effects of the 5HT3 antagonist ondansetron and the 5HT2A/5HT2C antagonist ritanserin. Thus ondansetron reduces alcohol intake without effecting the alcohol preference of rats while ritanserin reduces both the alcohol
preference and intake (49). This suggests that, at least in rats, different populations of 5HT receptors may be involved in alcohol intake and preference.

Regarding other types of drugs of abuse, the 5HT3 antagonist MDL 72222 has been shown to block place preference conditioning induced in rodents by morphine or nicotine without affecting the preference for amphetamine (44). It is possible that these effects of 5HT3 antagonists are associated with the reduction in dopamine release as it is well established that the rewarding effects of many drugs of abuse are due to increased dopaminergic activity in limbic regions (18).

On the strength of the experimental findings, it has been proposed that 5HT3 antagonists might be useful to treat drug abuse in man (9). Only appropriate placebo controlled studies of 5HT3 antagonists will clarify the therapeutic value of such agents in different types of drug abuse.

Antipsychotic activity

Given the complexity of the serotonergic system and its interaction with multiple neurotransmitter systems in the mammalian brain, it is not surprising to find that 5HT plays a role in the aetiology of schizophrenia. Meltzer (50) has suggested that in schizophrenia a malfunction of the mechanism whereby 5HT modulates the release of dopamine (for example, due to the decreased inhibition by 5HT of the release of dopamine in the mesencephalon and frontal cortex) might contribute to the enhanced neocortical dopaminergic function which probably from the biochemical basis of the disease. The antipsychotic activity of atypical neuroleptics such as clozapine and risperidone may therefore lay in the normalization of the relationship between the malfunctioning 5HT and dopaminergic systems.

The novel antipsychotic drug clozapine has a very complicated neurochemical profile in that it has a high affinity for 5HT2A, 5HT2C, 5HT3, 5HT6 and 5HT7 receptors in addition to its action on D4 and D3 receptors (see 59). Risperidone likewise has a high affinity for 5HT2A receptors as well as acting as an antagonist of D2 receptor (51). Such drugs have received attention recently because of their reduced propensity to cause extrapyramidal side effects and for their efficacy in treating the negative symptoms of schizophrenia. These properties may partly reside in the antagonistic actions of the atypical neuroleptics on the various sub-populations of 5HT receptors of which the 5HT2A receptor may be of primary importance.

In experimental studies, many clinically effective neuroleptics have been shown to act as 5HT2A receptor antagonists (30). Studies on post-mortem brain from schizophrenic patients have shown that the
decrease in the number of 5HT2A receptors in the prefrontal cortex might be related to the disease process (52). It therefore seems unlikely that the antipsychotic activity of neuroleptics can be explained solely in terms of their action on 5HT2A receptors. Furthermore, no correlation exists between the average therapeutic doses of a neuroleptic and its affinity for 5HT2A receptors. It does seem possible, however, that several atypical neuroleptics such as amperozide, risperidone and possibly ritanserin do owe at least part of the pharmacological profile to their ability to inhibit 5HT2A receptors.

Following the discovery that selective 5HT3 antagonists reduce the behavioural effects of the infusion of dopamine into the nucleus accumbens, there has been considerable interest in the possible role of 5HT3 receptor antagonists as potential neuroleptic agents (33). This subject has been extensively reviewed by Costall and co-workers (14) and while there is a growing body of evidence to suggest that 5HT3 antagonists may be therapeutically valuable for the treatment of disorders of the gastro-intestinal tract, as antiemetics and possibly anxiolytic agents, there is currently little evidence to suggest that such drugs are effective in the treatment of schizophrenia. The experimental studies of the 5HT3 antagonists on dopamine (D1) autoreceptors which may eventually offer new leads to the development of novel antipsychotic drugs has been the subject of recent mini reviews by Abbott (1) and Tricklebank (60).

**Anxiolytic activity**

Although the benzodiazepine anxiolytics primarily interact with the GABA receptor complex, there is ample experimental evidence to show that secondary changes occur in the turnover, release and firing of 5HT neurons as a consequence of the activation of the GABA-benzodiazepine receptor. Similar changes are observed in the raphe nuclei where a high density of 5HT1A receptors occur (see 62). Such findings suggest that 5HT may play a key role in anxiety disorders.

Gardner (28) has reviewed the literature implicating the involvement of serotonin in anxiety. Undoubtedly one of the most important advances in this area has been the development of the azaspirodecanone derivatives buspirone, gepirone and ipsapirone as novel anxiolytics (see 65). All three agents produce a common metabolite, namely 1-(2-pyrimidinyl) piperazine or 1-PP, which may contribute to the anxiolytic activity of the parent compounds. It soon became apparent that these anxiolytic agents do not act via the benzodiazepine or GABA receptors but show a relatively high affinity for the 5HT1A sites; the 1-PP metabolite however only possesses a very low affinity for the 5HT1A site although it
may contribute to the anxiolytic effect of the parent compound by acting as an alpha2 adrenoceptor agonist. In experimental studies, these atypical anxiolytics have mixed actions, behaving as agonists in some situations and antagonists in others. For this reason they are considered to be partial agonists at 5HT1A receptors, acting either as agonists on pre-synaptic 5HT1A receptors or antagonists on post-synaptic 5HT1A receptors (19).

In animal models of anxiety, 5HT2 receptor antagonists have been shown to be active. Ritanserin appears to exhibit both anxiolytic and anxiogenic activity in different animal models (27). Nevertheless, in man, preliminary evidence suggests that ritanserin is an effective anxiolytic agent (10), although Deakin et al. (17), in a placebo controlled trial of the 5HT2 agonist ritanserin, reported no differences in the Hamilton Anxiety and the Clinical Global Impression Scales between the drug treated and placebo treated patients.

The anxiolytic properties of 5HT3 receptor antagonists have been demonstrated in several animal models of anxiety (53). In these models, the 5HT3 antagonists mimic the anxiolytic effects of the benzodiazepines but differ from the latter in their lack of sedative, muscle relaxant and anticonvulsant action. These compounds appear to be extremely potent (acting in the ng-ug/kg range) and, providing the initial clinical finding of their anxiolytic activity is substantiated, this group of drugs could provide a valuable addition to the non-benzodiazepine anxiolytics. Thus experimental and clinical evidence suggest that 5HT1A receptor partial agonists, 5HT2 and 5HT3 antagonists may be useful and novel anxiolytic agents.

Aggression, panic attack and related disorders

The possible overlap between anxiety, depression, panic attack, aggression and obsessive compulsive disorders, and the involvement of serotonin in the symptoms of these disorders, has recently led to the investigation of various selective serotonin uptake inhibitors and selective 5HT receptor agonists/antagonists in the treatment of these conditions. In experimental studies, there is evidence that drugs such as eltoprazine, which binds with high affinity to 5HT1A, 5HT2B and 5HT2C sites, are active anti-aggressive agents, whereas selective 5HT1A agonists, and 5HT2 and 5HT3 antagonists are inactive (55). There is also preliminary evidence to suggest that selective serotonin uptake inhibitors such as fluoxetine reduce impulsive behaviour which may contribute to their therapeutic action in the treatment of obsessive compulsive disorders and possibly in reducing suicidal attempts.

Zohar and Insel (70) have suggested that
the symptoms of obsessive compulsive disorder are due to supersensitive 5HT1 type receptors and that the function of serotonin uptake inhibitors such as clomipramine, fluoxetine and the non-selective 5HT antagonist mepergol in owe their efficacy to their ability to reduce the activity of these receptors. The effects of serotonin uptake inhibitors in the treatment of obsessive compulsive disorders has been critically reviewed by Zak et al. (69).

It now seems generally accepted that the effects of anti-obessional drugs may be mediated by serotonergic mechanisms. The apparent hypersensitivity of obsessive compulsive patients to the trazodone metabolite m-chlorophenyl piperazine (MCP, a non-selective 5HT1B, 5HT2C and 5HT2 agonist) suggests that a diverse group of 5HT1 and 5HT2 receptors are involved (71). The efficacy of buspirone, a partial agonist of 5HT1A receptors in attenuating the obsessional symptoms (57) further suggests that 5HT1A receptors are also involved. As the 5HT re-uptake inhibitors such as fluoxetine and fluvoxamine are particularly effective in attenuating the obsessive symptoms following several weeks of administration, it may be argued that the therapeutic effect of such drugs lies in their ability to desensitize the supersensitive 5HT1-type receptors. Which of the 5HT1 receptors is specifically involved is unclear, but neuroimaging studies on patients with obsessive compulsive disorder implicates the striatum as the major brain region which is defective (4). The 5HT receptors in the striatum are of the 5HT1D and 5HT2 in man which may implicate these receptor sub-types specifically in the aetiology of the condition.

There is increasing evidence that selective serotonin uptake inhibitors are of value in the treatment of panic attack (61) and while the specific involvement of serotonin in the aetiology of the disease has yet to be established, there is experimental evidence which suggests that the 5HT2 receptors on the platelet membrane are hypoactive (7). Effective treatment with antidepressant or behaviour therapy results in a partial normalization of 5HT2 receptor responsiveness. Whether selective 5HT2 antagonists have any therapeutic value in the treatment of this disorder still awaits confirmation.

5HT Receptors and the anxiety disorders

Coplan and co-workers (11) have postulated that the neurological basis for the role of 5HT in anxiety disorders involves two major serotonergic pathways. The raphe projections to the brain stem and limbic system mediate the main inhibitory effects of 5HT whereas those projections for the raphe to the hypothalamus mediate the stimulatory endocrine effects of the
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transmitter. Loss of serotonergic tone is postulated to be associated with depression and panic. This implies that panic attacks prefrontally involve the descending inhibitory pathways to the medullary centres which leads to the symptoms of suffocation frequently experienced by such patients. The non-effectiveness of 5HT1A partial agonists such as buspirone in panic disorder may therefore be related to the inability of such drugs to suppress the consequent ventilatory "overdrive". By contrast depressive symptoms may be related to the loss of serotonergic tone in the ascending projections to the limbic and cortical regions of the brain. Such defects may be corrected by drugs such as the azaspirodecanones (ipsapirone, buspirone etc) and the antidepressants (tricyclics and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors SSRI's) which activate the postsynaptic 5HT1A receptors in these regions.

With regard to generalized anxiety disorder (11) postulate that an overactivity of the stimulatory 5HT pathways occur. Drugs such as buspirone and ipsapirone are effective in such conditions because they stimulate the inhibitory 5HT1A auto receptors on the raphe nuclei and thereby reduce serotonergic function. It is noteworthy that the SSRI's often worsen anxiety initially because they temporarily enhance serotonergic function. Adaptive changes in the pre-and post synaptic 5HT receptors then occur leading to a reduction in the anxiety state.

Depression

Serotonin is believed to play a multi-functional role in depression which is to be anticipated from its involvement in the physiological processes of sleep, mood, vigilance, feeding and possibly sexual behaviour and learning all of which are derailed to varying extents in severe depression. However, the involvement of precise serotonin receptor sub-types in depression, and in the action of antidepressants, is still far from clear. One approach to unravelling the changes in serotonin receptors in depression has been to study the effects of chronically administered antidepressants on serotonin receptor sub-types in rat brain. While there is evidence that most antidepressants show only a low affinity for the 5HT1 sites, there is experimental evidence to show that chronic antidepressant treatment results in a hypersensitivity of post-synaptic and a hyposensitivity of pre-synaptic 5HT1A receptors (34). In contrast to the 5HT1A receptors, many antidepressants from various chemical classes have a moderate affinity for 5HT2 receptors although there is no apparent correlation between the 5HT2 receptor affinity and the antidepressant potency (34).

Regarding the changes that occur in rat
cortical 5HT2 receptor density following chronic antidepressant and lithium treatment, there is unequivocal evidence that the number of receptors increase in response to chronic drug treatment although it must be emphasized that chronic ECS results in a decrease in the receptor number. Similarly in untreated depressed and panic patients, the density of 5HT2 receptors on the platelet membrane has been shown to be increased (7,8). The number of receptors normalizes on effective, but not ineffective, treatment. Using the serotonin induced platelet aggregation response as a measure of the functional activity of 5HT2 receptors, it has been consistently shown that the 5HT2 receptor responsiveness is reduced in the untreated depressive but returns to control values following effective treatment irrespective of the nature of treatment (8,36). Thus changes in 5HT2 receptor density and function appear to be disturbed in the depressed patient and return to control values only following effective treatment. The increase in the receptor number, and decrease in their responsiveness to serotonin, in the untreated depressed patient may suggest an abnormality in the coupling mechanism between the receptor site and the phosphatidylinositol second messenger system that brings about the platelet shape change underlying aggregation.

Deaking et al (17) have suggested that depression could arise from a pathological enhancement of 5HT2 receptor function. This view would concur with the observations that the functional activity of 5HT2 receptors on the platelet membrane is enhanced in depression (8,36) and the increase in the density of 5HT2 receptors in the frontal cortex of brains from suicide victims (3,63). Deakin et al (17) hypothesize that enhanced 5HT2 receptor function is associated primarily with anxiety, a common feature of depression, and that the increased activity of the 5HT2 receptors results in an attenuation of the functioning of 5HT1 receptors thereby resulting in the symptoms of depression. Whether this change in the activity of 5HT1 receptors is due to direct effect of the altered 5HT2 receptor function is uncertain. There is evidence that hypercortisolaemia, which is a characteristic feature of depression, reduces the activity of these receptors probably through central glucocorticoid type 2 receptors (17). Clearly further research is needed to determine the precise interaction between the 5HT2 and 5HT1 receptor types.

More recently, (11) have speculated that the 5HT1B/ID receptors may have a role to play in depression and in the mode of action of antidepressants. These receptors appear to be located pre-synaptically where they control the release of 5HT; in experimental studies the non-selective 5HT1 antagonist methiotherpin has antidepressant properties.
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(47 unpublished). Thus it may be speculated that the 5HT1B/ID receptors are supersensitive in depression, thereby leading to a reduced intersynaptic concentration of 5HT with a consequent increase in the number of post-synaptic 5HT2 receptor sites. However, only, the development of highly selective 5HT1B/ID antagonists will enable this hypothesis to be tested.

Although the precise mechanism whereby antidepressant produce their therapeutic effects is incompletely understood, there is a growing body of evidence to suggest that serotonin receptors, particularly of the 5HT1A and 5HT2 sub-type, play a role in their actions. Only the 5HT2 receptors has, so far, been convincingly demonstrated to be malfuctional in depression and to be normalized following effective treatment. Leonard (46) has reviewed the role of biological markers of 5HT receptors in depression elsewhere.

Conclusion

It is evident that serotonin is involved in a variety of physiological processes and that disturbances of serotonergic function may be of importance in the aetiology of many gastrointestinal, cardiovascular and central nervous system diseases. The existence of sub-types of serotonin receptors and the impetus that this has given to the development of drugs with selective actions on these receptor sub-types is already leading to the development of new therapeutic agents. Evaluation of the functional status of serotonin receptor sub-types in psychiatric and neurological diseases may be of future importance in the diagnosis and assessment of treatment response in such patients. In this regard, the development of serotonin receptor probes coupled with such techniques as positron emission tomography may be of considerable importance in diagnosis in the future (15).

To-date, at least 4 major sub-types of serotonin receptor have been described and a major advance has been made with the isolation of genomic clones for these receptor sub-types. This has been reviewed by (32,35,40). We now await the further development of selective ligands for all the serotonin receptor subtypes which may ultimately lead to a better understanding of the functional significance and clinical relevance of serotonin receptors in health and disease.
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